MARIE comprises 20 electrical engineering research projects in Germany working together towards a common vision: precisely and dynamically characterize and localize materials of our daily life surroundings using high frequency electromagnetic waves.

**Solidarity with Ukraine**

We stand with Ukraine! We would like to express our solidarity with the people of Ukraine and offer support to scientists who need to escape their homes as a result of the current military conflict. MARIE provides funding for Ukrainian scientists for up to 6 months in one of our research groups. We provide funding for scientists of all career levels, from graduate students to visiting professors.

**How we will support you**

- Travel costs and a monthly rate for accommodation and living costs for a duration of up to 6 months are covered.
- You will be part of a leading research environment in electrical engineering.
- You will be offered access to MARIE lectures, university courses and other possibilities for your personal development.

**What you bring into MARIE**

- You have the Ukrainian citizenship and had to leave Ukraine due to the current crisis.
- You are a student or a researcher in electrical engineering, physics, or a related discipline.
- You are interested in MARIE’s research field of mobile material characterization and localization.

Are you interested in joining MARIE? Go to [www.trrmarie.org](http://www.trrmarie.org) for more information on our research and structure. To apply, please send your CV and a short outline of your potential research within MARIE to munisch.wadwa@uni-due.de. If you have questions do not hesitate to contact us!